Neutron microscopy. The low-damage imaging of specialized organic materials.
It is shown that, insofar as radiation damage is concerned, transmission neutron microscopy using neutrons in the energy range approximately 0.0001-1.0 eV is extremely attractive for the imaging of specialized organic materials. By "specialized organic materials" is meant organic specimens composed entirely of specific isotopes that have been selected on the basis of their favorable properties with regard to radiation damage. In connection with such specimens, it is demonstrated that at a resolution of, for example, 100 A, neutrons will have an advantage over soft X-rays in terms of radiation damage, provided that the inherent (neutron) bright field image contrast turns out to be greater than 10(-5). Suggestions relating to (a) the comprehensive calculation of the radiation damage sustained by specialized organic specimens under slow neutron irradiation, (b) the construction of a theory of image formation in the neutron microscope, (c) the development of neutron lenses/focusing devices, and (d) the development of a brighter neutron source (essential for neutron microscopy) are outlined in some detail. The paper concludes with two appendices, which provide important background material.